
The academic year 2022-23 was a challenging one as the school reopened in full fledged
mode after Covid-19 closures. The pandemic has caused abrupt and profound changes in
education systems and our major challenges were to overcome the substantial losses and
inequalities in learning caused due to online learning and social distancing. Considering the
need of the hour, the school has reset its vision and mission so as to meet the 21st century
skills

Introduction

KG section :655
LP Section :766
Primary :1146
UP Section :1021
Secondary :508
XI –XII :533 4629
1083NEW ADMISSIONS

Pre KG :22
LKG :361
UKG – X :443
XI :257

Statistics

YEAR OF TALENT

496 Teaching :268
Non-Teaching :228
New This Year :79



Each child is born with multiple
innate talents and it will be a big loss for the
child and the institution if it goes unnoticed
in the student-hood. The Ansar
management has taken the right decision to
declare 2022-23 as the year of talents
especially when most of the students were
confined to the four walls and did not get a
platform to explore themselves in the
previous two years due to Covid-19. A talent
year organizing committee was formed to
chalk out programs for the year and
monthly review meetings were held to
check the progress. Every student was
given an opportunity to present himself/
herself on the stage on the class assembly
day termed as Talent Day. Each talent day

has a theme and all programs performed on
the stage were connected to the theme.

Year of Talent

Secondary Section :268
Senior Secondary Section :228

905
New Initiatives

We strongly believe in the saying,
‘Innovation doesn’t have any limits’. Thus we
enriched our Talent year 2022-23 with a
handful of novel ventures.

Ansar Sports Academy, Ansar School
of Quran, ATAL tinkering lab and Coding
Curriculum are few important ones among
those initiatives which are clearly meant for
equipping our students with 21st century
skills and life skills. The laurels brought by
the sports academy students are countless.
The selected students are working on
different projects of tinkering lab. All our
students from class 1-8 are learning new
coding curriculum provided by Cyber
Square with the aim transforming our
children from users of technology to
creators of technology.

Ansar Alumni is far more than a group of our
old students. They are the ones who shows
to the society the quality of education we
provide. Thus, for each and every event in
our campus we invited them as the chief
guests because they know Ansar better
than anyone else and we are sure that none
else can motivate our students beyond our
Alumni. Alumni also have funded many
charity programs in the institution this year.

Students using ATAL tinkering lab equipment.

Involvement of Alumni

The unsung heroes in the success
story of Ansar Educational Institutions are
always our parents. Their precise and
creative suggestions helped us to
retrospect and hold all the aces. This year
was no different. For all the programs we
made its sure that our parents are present
and also collected their feedback on each
and every event. PTSC, Parent Teacher
Student Council was formed in the
beginning of this academic year. An
executive committee was selected in the
first general body meeting and timely
meetings were held in online and offline
modes. Parent attendance was above 80%
for all 3 open days and our parents actively
participated in sports meets and cultural
fiestas. A discussion forum was organised
for the parents of UP section on highly
relevant topics in which 2 parents and the
Principals of our sister institutions were the
resource persons.

Parental Involvement



As part of empowering our staff by
enhancing their English Language skills we
organized ELTC for both Non-teaching staff
and ELEC sessions for Teachers. Different
sessions on clearly defined topics were
familiarised though highly interactive
sessions ensuring cent percent
effectiveness. Different platforms were
provided for teachers to exhibit their
language proficiency.

Language ambassadors programme
was a positive step towards improving the
language proficiency of students. Student
leaders motivated peers to speak good
English and presented themselves
confidently in front of the audience. Under
the guidance of language ambassadors
club different programs were arranged
across the sections such as rallies, let’s talk
and quiz.

Language Proficiency for
Staff & Students

Leadership Empowerment
Programs for Student & Staff
In this year of talents we made extra

efforts to identify and nurture the
leadership skills of our students as well as
teachers. The Student council members
and Class Prefects were selected in highly
democratic way and the Investiture
ceremony was the first step to acknowledge
those leaders. Field trip for language
ambassadors, out of the campus training
session for students council and a number
of events organised by students council
members served as a platform to sharpen
their leadership skills. Training programs
were organized throughout the year and
duties were delegated to students and
teachers to grow beyond the present
positions.Discussion forum on different
topics were organised for students as well
as staff to foster leadership skills.

Teachers attending a training session

An array of training sessions were
arranged for teachers under the title “Ansar
Empower and Inspire’ throughout the
academic year. The teachers could not only
sharpen their teaching skills but also could
develop showcase their training skills by
being the resource persons of various
training sessions and panel discussions.
Our teachers also participated in various
training sessions organised by CBSE,
Sahodaya Complexes, IECI and many other
private organisations. Our leaders
participated in the International Educational
Exhibition at Bangalore and Educational
Conclave organised by Bharath Sahodaya at
Trivandrum. All these experiences proved
effective when many of our teachers took
up the role of resource persons for internal
as well as external training sessions.

Ansar Empower & Inspire

Considering the uncertainty existed
due to the pandemic, CBSE had
restructured assessment pattern by
bifurcating the syllabus. Term 1 examination
was conducted in November with MCQ type
of questions and Term -2 was in April with
descriptive type. The results of both the
exams contributed to the final SSE/SSCE
scores of a student. 282 students attended
the SSCE examination and Ms. Hanin was
the school topper with 96.8%. Aryan Pattath
was in the second place with 96.4%. 14
students scored above 90% and 119
students secured distinction. In SSE , 278
students attended the exam and the school
proudly announced 100% pass result with
Ajmal Abdul Rasheed being the topper with
98.8% and Rithika Ramdas in the second
place with 97.4%. 39 students scored 90%
and above and 165 students secured
distinction. In the academic year 2022-23,
we have registered 245 students for AISSE
and 276 students for AISSCE.

SSE/SSCE Results



Different innovative clubs like
Happiness club, media club, MC club etc...
were initiated in this academic year in
addition to the usual literature, arts, maths,
science , Keraleeyam and Arabic clubs so as
to cater to the interest of our budding
talents. Each club worked under the
guidance of a patron teacher and organized
extensive varieties of programs till the end
of academic year. Nature club worked in
collaboration with the Mathrubhumi SEED
club. Maintenance and setting up of fish
pond and project report on the nuisance
caused by stray dogs were some of the
activities initiated by this club. Malarwadi
Teen India club was also active in the
campus and organised many programs and
won second place in the state level project
competition. Two teams among Science
club members also participated in the State
Level Science Congress and presented the
project. Two teams ,one from UP and one
from High school got chance to present

their project at the state level childrens’
Maths Congress and UP team secured 3rd
place.

As we are always adhering strictly to
envisage our vision of creating value driven
citizens, the initiatives like National Service
Scheme and Student Police Cadet were
highly encouraged in the campus. Our NSS
volunteers and SPC cadets were super
active in various community outreach
programs and in the organization of various
value based activities like collection and
distribution of educational materials. Our
NSS cadets set up a vegetable garden in the
campus. With the intention of bringing out
exponential changes in the minds of our
teenagers Ansar Band is maintained under
the supervision of physical education
teachers. Our band performed on all
special occasions in the campus.Media Club members attending their club

programmes

Ansar SPC Cadets in their colourful uniforms

Club Activities

To address the physiological and psychological well-being of the students we had to bring in
innovative methods of teaching and learning. Teachers explored various teaching strategies
like activity oriented lessons, inverted classroom, outdoor teaching etc. to engage students
and enhance learning. After each assessments the toppers were given special tokens of
appreciations.To refresh their minds and energize the students we organised field trips and
pleasure trips for them.As some learning gaps were identified in students which may be the
result of the 2 long years of pandemic, we framed special scheduled Academic support
programs (ASP) for the low achievers and Academic Enhancement programmes (AEP) for
high achievers. Class 9 students went on a
field trip to farm to reinforce learning of
science. Students of LP section had two
bag-free days this year which was used for
campus familiarization and first hand
learning of many concepts. Our LP and
Primary students visited the fish pond set by
secondary students and ATL lab which
helped to arouse curiosity in young minds.

Academic Activities & Achievements



Students were given intensive training for various competitive exams like Maths Talent
Search Examination, English Language Proficiency Examination etc... Those who brought
laurels to the institutions were appreciated and were given more exposure to further
programs.
Various competitive exams attended by our students and their achievements are given
below:

Competitive Exams

English Language Proficiency
Examination

• 24 Students from the Classes 1 to 8
participated in the second round of
ELPSE organised by Sahodaya School
Complex Thrissur, at Chinmaya
Vidyalaya Kolazhy

• Aydin Yazeed Haris of Class 1 was
selected to the third round

International Hindi Olympiad

28 participants in the first round and the
toppers are :

• Akshay Ashok. P. K [Class 5]- Golden
star

• Saliha [Class 6]- Silver star
• Ezza Fathima [class 7] and Razin Fuid

[class 8] - Bronze star

Maths Talent Search Examination,
organised by Ganita Sasthra Parishad

There were 427 participants at the school
level. 13 students got qualified and we had 2
rank winners:

• Ahamed Yaseen 11B - Third Rank
• Naveed Nazar 4E - Third Rank

HIKMA Examination

There were 92 participants and 3 toppers:

• Jannah Fathima TP 5L
• Muhammed Faizan VV 5F
• Muhammed Imram MS 5L

Mega Quiz Competition by H&C on 75th
Anniversary

Qualified to second level:

• Ganga Sudheer 8A
• Jaazza M Shuhaib 9C

Suguma Hindi Examination

89 participants in the examination and the
toppers are :

• Shahin Suhail 10H
• Ganga Sudheer 8A
• Bahiyya Naseer 7C
• Mehdiya Fathima 5D

LEAP 2022

123 participants in the examination and 51 A
grades, The toppers are :

• Ayaan Sajeer 3A
• Lazin Mohammed 4M
• Jazib Abdul Gafoor 4L
• Mohammed Zayan 5J
• Mahmood Ali 5H
• Mohammed Abdulla Eshan 6I
• Ahmed Adheen 6B
• Manha Beegum 8E

Mathematics Talent Search
Examination

• 24 Students from the classes 1 to 8
participated in the second round of
MTSE organised by Sahodaya School
Complex Thrissur

• Aydin Yazeed Haris of Class 1 was
secured third rank

Aydin Yazeed - Class 1

• MTSE

• ELPSE



Mental & Physical Wellbeing of
Students & Teachers

Teachers Day & Staff Farewell

Talent Fiesta & Cultural Programs

Community Outreach Programs

Education is intended for the holistic
development of an individual and it is the
responsibility of an educational institution
to provide student wellness programs. This
year we have organised different awareness
sessions, workshops and other programs to
take care of the emotional, intellectual,
social and physical well being of students.
Cyber awareness session by Dr K T
Kamaluddin for UP section, Traffic
awareness session for Secondary by RTO,
Mr. Mathew Varghese Seminar on
adolescent concerns by Ms. Soumya are a
few examples. Friendly football matches
between boys ensure a smooth relationship
among peers. Educational trips were
arranged for students of classes 1-12 and
teachers to ensure their mental and social
well being.

Self efforts of our teachers towards the
upliftment of the institution and progress of
students are to be appreciated. On
September 5th teachers day celebrations
were organised in the campus with a variety
of programs. It started with a sadhya in the
school auditorium and extended to the
distinguished teacher 2021-22 award
distribution ceremony. Mr. Mammunni
Moulavi, Chairman of Ansari Charitable Trust
was the chief guest and all our academic
leaders of the year 2021-22 were also
honoured for their sincere efforts. A staff
farewell is organised on 18th March 2023 to
honour and appreciate the teachers who
are leaving the campus this year after a long
tenure of service.

Apart from the regular talent days, cultural
fiesta was organised for the students of
each section which included competitions
in various stage and non-stage events. The
official inauguration of the cultural fiesta,
named Talent Fiesta 2022 was done by Ms.
Noor Jaleela. Prize winners of different
events are honoured in the class
assemblies. Best performers of each
section were selected based on the
performance in CCA competitions and
cultural fiestas and are honoured in the
Annual Talent Awards Day.

Community outreach programs help to
connect students with the external
environment. It also takes students to the
life of less priviledged people around thus
ensuring values and life skills needed for
our future citizens. This year a new initiative
names Love In Action was launched to
organise various programs to help the
needy. Students contributed grocery items
under the leadership of students council. All
these were sorted into ‘Ansar kits’ and were
distributed in nearby housing colonies with
the help of teachers and parent
representatives. Educational materials were
also collected and distributed to young
citizens as a part of childrens day
celebration. In the Phase-2 of Love in action,
students of 9 G organised food stalls on
Mathematics Day and the profit amount was
used to support 7 families of the nearby
village. Visit to Kaniv, an old age home for
ladies, VMV orphanage at Kalathode and
Home for differently abled- all played
important role in moulding our students to
understand the society better. Our students
also collected an amount of Rs. 4,14,189/- for
the Madhyamam We care We share project
and it was handed over to the Regional
Manager, Mr Ibrahim on the stage of Annual
Talent Awards Day by the assistant students
council members.



The Best Performers

SL. NO. NAME CLASS POSITION

v1 NEHALA JASMINE I L KALATHILAKAM LP

2 MINNAH K YASHKUR II A KALATHILAKAM - LP

3 NAHDAN II L KALAPRATHIBHA - LP

4 SANVI K NAIR IV A KALATHILAKAM - PRIMARY

5 JAZIB ABDUL GAFOOR IV L KALAPRATHIBHA - PRIMARY

6 AMNA HANAH IV M KALATHILAKAM PRIMARY

7 SHIYAS VV V E KALATHILAKAM CAT 3

8 HAMNA HAFEES V L KALATHILAKAM CAT 3

9 BARZA AYSHA V I KALAPRATHIBHA CAT 3

10 ULSAV KRISHNA VIII A KALAPRATHIBHA - UP

11 RIZA ANWER VIII E KALAPRATHIBHA - UP

12 HANA RUKIYA PULIKAL X H KALAPRATHIBHA - CAT 4

13 MOHAMMED HISHAM X E KALAPRATHIBHA - CAT 4

14 ANAS V A XI B KALAPRATHIBHA - CAT 5

15 HANA HAZAR XII C KALATHILAKAM - CAT 5

Our students participated in many inter-school competitions and secured prizes. Some of
the competitions are listed below:

Sahodya Kalotsav

• 98 participants at Thrissur Sahodaya
Kalotsav

• 7 students qualified for State Sahodaya
Kalotsav:

• CAT. 4 - Ismail Eshan
Hana Hazar TK
Liyana Fathima
Amrit Kiran KB

• CAT. 3 - Khadeeja Shoukath
Nahana Fathima

• CAT. 2 - Maryam

Sahodya State Kalotsav

• Mimicry First prize - Ismail Eshan - 12-A

FreedomQuest,
at Al Ameen Public School, Edapally

• Falak Zia Hyder - Third Prize – English
Recitation

• Ayisha Iqra - Third Prize – Poster Making

Noor Elahi,
at Al Ameen Public School, Edapally

• Nasih V - First Prize in Hifz
• Aysha Shuaib - First Prize in

Calligraphy



Inspiro Quran Fest

The programme was conducted as two levels. Cluster level competition was held at Model
high school, Pezhumkara on July 5th and state level competition was held at Ansar English
School, Padinharangadi. Our school bagged the overall trophy in all categories.

The state level results are as follows:

Quira'ath :Category 1 - Nasih V (Third prize)
Quiz :Category 4 - Hana Hazar & Shana Afrin (Second prize)
Hifz :Category 1 - Nasih V (Third prize)
Quiz :Category 3 - Hana Rukkiya &Kadheeja Shoukath (First prize)
Quira'ath :Category 4 - Mohammed Thashil Thaj Mohan (Second prize)
Hifz :Category 2 - Naja Nasrin (First prize)
Calligraphy :Category 4 - Aysha Shuhaib (Second Prize)
Hifz :Category 4 - Mohammed Thashil Thaj Mohan & FaheemMohammed

Farooq(Third prize)
Quira'ath :Category 3 - Sana Fathima (Third prize)

Sub junior :Runners up
Senior :Over all first
Super senior :Over all first

Kids Fest by IECI

• Overall Second place

Malarwadi Painting Competition

• Overall Champions

Arogyamela by Block Panchayath

• Aysha Ziya of 2G secured first postion in
Malayalam story telling

Comates Circle Painting Competition

• Aggregate shield for school which
scored the maximum points.

• Chithra Prathibha, special prize for
outstanding performance among all
categories for Hebin C S of class X.

• 10 First Prize
• 7 Second Prize
• 7 Third prize
• 21 consolation prizes.

Annual Sports & Athletic Meet
Annual sports meet 2022-23 was officially inaugurated by Mr Akhil Razi and Ms. Anshifa K on
20th December 2022. It was followed by the games meet of Senior Secondary on 21st and
secondary on 22nd house captains of four houses Ruby, Emerald, Diamond and Sapphire
ensured participation of maximum students in each event. Annual athletic meet of UP,
Primary and LP sections were help in the month of February. Parents participation in sports
meets of lower sections are appreciated. Champions of each section were selected based
on their achievements in in-school events and are honoured in Annual Talent Awards day.
Our Champions are:
SL. NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS & DIV. POSITION
1 ISRA HARIES K I D CHAMPION -LP
2 MOHAMMED AYAN II A CHAMPION - LP
3 AYISHA K III K CHAMPION - PRIMARY
4 RIDHA E A V C CHAMPION - PRIMARY
5 INSHA MANAL VI J CHAMPION UP
6 SHADHIL MA VII K CHAMPION - UP
7 SAYYED MOHAMED

ZAID THANGAL VIII D CHAMPION – UP
8 HANAN VIII D CHAMPION- UP
9 MINNA IX G BEST ALL ROUNDER
10 HELMI ADNAN X B BEST ALL ROUNDER
11 SABARINATH XI H BEST ALL ROUNDER
12 KA AMEENA FATHIMA XII F BEST ALL ROUNDER



Our achievements in the sports field for the year 2022 – 2023 are as given below:

Vidya Council State

1. Taekwondo Girls - 1 Gold
2. Chess Boys - 1 Gold & 1 Silver
3. Chess Girls - 1 Gold & 1 Silver
4. Badminton Girls - Winners
5. Badminton Boys - Third
6. Kids Sports - Overall 4th position &

Category 8 - Second Overall
7. Athletics - Overall Second
• U-19 Category - Overall First
• U-17 Category - Overall Third
• U-14 Category - Overall Third
• U-12 Category - Overall Second
8. Football Boys - Champions
• Best Defender - Shahid Rahman - 9-C
• Top Scorer - Fasal Favas K. F - 11.D
• Best Player - Mohammed Ziyan - 9-F

Thrissur Sahodya

1. Throwball Girls - First Runner - UP
2. Kabaddi Girls - Second Runner - UP
3. Volleyball Boys - Second Runner - UP
4. Basketball Boys - Second Runner - UP
5. Badminton Boys Singles - Second
Runner - UP

6. Girls Doubles - First Runner - UP
7. Carroms Girls Doubles - Second Runner -
UP

CBSE State Cluster/Zone

1. Kabaddi Girls - First Runner - UP
2. Kabaddi Boys - Second Runner - UP
3. Volleyball Boys - Second Runner - UP
4. Taekwondo Boys - 3 Gold & 2 Bronze
Medals.
3 Players are qualified to National.

5. Athletics - Overall 4th Position
•Gold - 6
•Silver - 9
•Bronze - 8
•13 Athletes are qualified to National.

Open Tournaments District/State

1. Volleyball Boys - Second Runner-up
2. Football Boys - Second Runner-Up
3. Kids Athletic - Overall Second &
U-12 Boys Overall First

4. Athletics - Overall 9th & U-19 Girls Overall
First

5. Football Boys - First Runner-Up
6. KSCS Sports Meet - Overall Champions

Individual Champions
Under-17 Category Girls

1. Ayisha Rifa (11.A)
2. Isha Fedeya (8.A)

CBSE Nationals

1. 3 Taekwondo Players participated.
2. 13 Athletes were participated

CBSE Activities & Competitions
This year CBSE has organised a plethora of
activities to mark every important occasion
and our students , parents and teachers
have ensured maximum participation in all
events. Master Rashdan from 7C received
special appreciation in CBSE Reading
Challenge and our team of 3 students got
selected for the second round of heritage
Quiz held at Kozhikode. Pariksha Pe

Merit Day & Awards Day
It as our prime responsibility to honour
outstanding students with the token of
appreciation. As it was not easy for us to
keep it aside, Merit Day Excellencia was
organised to honour the top performers of
SSE/SSCE 2022. Dr Najila T Y , Ansar Alumna
was the guest of the event. All students who
won prizes in state level competitions were
honoured in Ansar Talent Awards Day held
on 8th March 2022. Mr Mohammed Saifu,
CEO of Mission Better Tomorrow and Ansar
Alumnus was the guest of the function.



Class Magazines

Timely Review & Appraisal

Charity

Magazines provide opportunities for self-
expression and cultivates literary skills in
students. We published 70 digital
magazines from classes I-XII. All these
magazines were released in section-wise
special programs. Best magazines were
selected from each section by a judgement
panel and awarded in the assembly.

Revisiting our systems and procedures
periodically is enables us to identify the
gaps, make improvements and and ensure
quality in an effective and efficient way.
Principal and Vice Principal met all the
teachers for a quarterly review in presence
of respective junior principals or head
teachers. A 3600 Quarterly review was
presented by the academic heads of the
school in front of the staff, management and
parent representatives. Timely review is
collected from students, teachers and
parents on every aspect. Annual appraisal of
the heads and teachers are submitted to
management for review.

Our school has always been trying to
support financially challenged sector of the
society and has spent an amount of Rs.
66,61,147.00/- as charity to support the
students by way of fee concession, free
uniforms, books. Altogether 450 students
are benefited from various concessions.

Charcha, Fitness week, Bharatiy Bhasha
Utsav , Swachatah Pakwada, National Unity
Day , Constitution Day, Veerbal Divas are a
few among the programs organised in
connection with CBSE. Our school was the
venue for 3 training organised by CBSE and
teachers from various schools in the nearby
schools participated in the training
programs on NEP 2020 and Cyber Safety
and Security. As the lead collaborator of
CBSE Hubs of learning, we organised a
training session on Digital literacy for all
member schools.

Discipline Policy
In this academic year we insisted on

an explicit discipline policy which
emphasized a proper communication with
parents and a proper recording of all
indiscipline issues. Strict actions were taken

against those who violated all the
warnings and strict monitoring continuing.

Day Observances
Observance of important days throughout
the year helped to increase the knowledge
of the students, boost their confidence,
provide chance to perform and improve
different skills. We observed days of
National or International relevance in this
academic year across all the sections from
LP to Senior secondary with a variety of
programs such as live sessions, talk shows,
cultural programs, decorating bulletin
boards and a variety of competitions.
National festivals of India were celebrated in



Looking Forward To
We, the whole Ansar family is moving ahead with the vision 2025, to upgrade the institution as
one of the benchmark institutions in India by 2025. As a step towards the same, the year
2023-24 is declared as the year of quality. As we have identified our goals the action plan and
strategies are getting chalked out. The timelines, budgets, specific tasks and responsibilities
for staff members are all set for the new academic year and we wish to witness a remarkable
improvement in the overall quality of the institution. Construction works are in progress in
different areas of the campus and training sessions for all our stakeholders are scheduled so
as to adapt to the changes in the education sector and to meet the expectations of the
present generation. With the regular monitoring and periodic evaluation, we hope to achieve
our vision and mission in the near future.

the school campus with a patriotic fervor. On August 15 and January 26, we hoisted Indian flag
in presence of students, parents and staff and invited guests. Mrs Rukhiya PN, wife of our
founder Chairman was the special guest for Republic Day. On November 14, teachers talent
days were organised to celebrate Childrens’ Day.


